
Want a delicious new book but can’t figure out 
exactly what you’re craving? Use this short 
quiz to help you determine just the kind of 
book you’re hungry for.  We guarantee a buffet 
of great choices for readers of every taste. 

Read through the questions inside. For each 
question, choose the answer that best 
describes the mood you’re in. Follow the 
instructions for the answer key and then,   
“Bon Appétit”!

(Of course, as with many recommendations, our choices 
are completely subjective. On the other hand, our 
suggestions might just inspire you…)

If you had mostly:

V – You want a VEGGIE book. These books are really good 
for you, although you may not necessarily like the taste at 
first. Keep trying, they’re worth it!

O – You want an OATMEAL book. These books won’t 
upset your stomach. Though they may go down easy, 
they fill you up. They’re a soothing, comfort read.

J – You want a JALAPEÑO book. These books are spicy or 
exotic. They may get your juices flowing, or get you all 
riled up!

MP – You want a MEAT & POTATOES book. These books 
are satisfying, substantial staples that will fill you up 
every time. 

CC – You want a COTTON CANDY book. These books are 
tasty, but hold little caloric value. Still, they’re fun and 
easy to get into, even if they’re pure fluff.

Don’t forget to check out our handy “What Are You 
Hungry For” booklists for taste suggestions in eight 
different genres. 
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ANSWER KEY:

1.   A=V B=O     C=J D=MP E=CC

2.    A=V B=O C=MP D=J and CC

3.    A=V B=O and MP C=J D=CC

4.    A=V B=O C=J D=MP E=CC

5.   A=V AND MP B=CC C=O AND J

6.    A=V B=O C=J D=MP E=CC

Which bold letter did you some across most often?

__________

Check out the back page for your “taste”!

5. Do you want a book that:

A. you can spend days reading and digesting 

B. you can put down and come back to without losing your 
spot 

C. you can finish in a fair amount of time

6. What are you hungry for?

A. something nutritious

B. something soothing

C. something spicy

D. something filling

E. something sweet

1. Do you want something that reads:

A. rather slowly, like a crock pot

B. not too slowly, like a pot simmering on a stove 

C. rather fast, like a boiling pot 

D. both slow and fast, just as long as it needs to cook well 

E. it doesn’t matter, as long as it tastes good

2. Do you want something that contains: 

A. lots of different details, like a stew of information 

B. detail, but not so much to overwhelm the story 

C. equal amounts of detail and plot 

D. who cares, as long as the story moves along and doesn’t 
get bogged down

3. Do you want something that has:

A. deep characterization whose development is the plotline 

B. involving characters who move the plot along 

C. interesting, but not necessarily deep characters who move 
the plot along 

D. lots of interesting characters, but not necessarily too much 
information about them

4. Do you want something that is:

A. serious about a theme or topic

B. comforting, more light than serious 

C. exciting, doesn’t matter if it’s light or serious 

D. comforting, more serious than light 

E. lighthearted or easy to get into 


